Password storage

Password → Hash → Salt → Store hash Salt → Clear text
why salt

→ make dictionary attack harder

→ build a dict of words

→ compare hash to stolen pw file
set of games...
I will work for myself.
Leaving, before sleeping, "off the edge," reach the desk/hand Office desk across
Searched in database & processed.

request for each processed.
distinguish dictionary.

The current dictionary.
Fresh off time vs space

Almost but not free

Favorite Table

Ever enough more free

Bella discretion address
or "reduction function"

\[ \text{each reversed} \]

\[ \text{time} \]

\[ \text{IJP} \]

\[ m(w) \leftarrow w, n \leftarrow \mu(w) \]

\[ \text{of course, in } \mathbb{P}. \]

\[ \text{if reversal is } \]
0 Pricers ☛

Random things
Drop and Pin Case

Case

Adjuster Next

Remedy

Error #2

Error #3

Support
Def. Smart Card

Gene - Chimeric Response (+Certified)
Provide key to express the measure.

Example exercise data with

Do not do

If not do

$E(x)$

$E(money)$

E(money

With key

none

none

X

X

1

II